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ACADEMIC ABSTRACT 
 

The thesis analyzes the steps and actions necessary to develop an application using a user 

identity management system, user permissions system, message distribution system, and 

message response data collection and display system to deliver timely command and control of 

human assets and the input of intelligence in emergency response situations.  The application, 

MinuteMan, uniquely manages messages sent between multiple users and their parent 

organizations. Specifically, messages are stored, managed, and displayed to managers based on 

the hierarch or organizational rank as well as situational allowances of the users sending and 

receiving messages and permissions. Using an algorithm for user identity and permissions for 

situational awareness analysis, messages and information is sent to multiple addressees in an 

organization. Responses are correlated to the rank of the responding recipients in the 

organization, to assist the users and the parent organizations to identify which responses to have 

been read. Receipt of the messages is acknowledged before the message can be fully read. 

Responses to the messages include a selection of a user status from a preset choice of statuses, 

and may include other response attributes required or offered by the sender of the message. The 

locations of responding and non-responding addresses can be mapped and tracked.  The resulting 

solution provides improved situational awareness during emergency response situations. 
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GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT 
 

The thesis analyzes the steps and actions necessary to develop an application using a user 

identity management system, user permissions system, message distribution system, and 

message response data collection and display system to deliver timely command and control of 

human assets and the input of intelligence in emergency response situations. Using an algorithm 

for user identity and permissions for situational awareness analysis, messages and information 

are sent to multiple user addressees for individuals supporting an organization. Responses are 

correlated to the rank of the responding recipient in the organization, and to assist the senders of 

the messages to identify which responses to read by the targeted recipients. Receipt of the 

messages is acknowledged before the message can be fully read. Responses to the messages 

include a selection of a user status from a preset choice of statuses, and may include other 

response attributes required or offered by the sender of the message. The locations of responding 

and non-responding addresses can be mapped and tracked.  The resulting solution provides 

improved situational awareness during emergency response situations. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Purpose for the Research 

The primary purpose of this research is to implement an organizational user identity, user 

permissions, and bi-directional communication system to improve situational awareness for 

military and first responders in emergency situations. Situational awareness is a key component 

dealing with emergencies and is used to provide management organizations with a clearer 

understanding of the issues and possible solutions. In this paper, situational awareness is defined 

as the discernment of environmental elements and events with respect to a current time and 

defined space, the understating of their applicability to the setting, and their impact on the future 

status. 

 

Reaching a large staff and providing clear omnidirectional communication in relatively short 

periods of time is difficult. Emergency response and military organizations typically rely on text 

and email to transmit information and generally use telephones for two-way communications. In 

the US National Guard, emergency call-up is usually planned to take at least two days to finish 

the first round of communications.  Only recently has the emergency responder community 

begun to use more rapid text communications between management and users.  Coordination of 

multiple worker responses is slow and often misreported especially when information is 

transferred between multiple parties. Information that is known in the field cannot always be 

provided to management reliably. Coordination between companies or agencies does not exist 

because either the company or agency may not have good visibility of their own situation. 

Current solutions usually rely on email, text, or phone trees. There is no method of providing 

feedback from the people in the field to relay the real-world situations, other than emailing or 

texting images. There is no method for real-time estimation of forces available for whatever 

issue is at hand, especially for emergency issues that develop rapidly.  The emergency response 

community would benefit from a speedy change in deployment of those forces in the field. 

 

Current systems, as of 2018, for management of personnel in the field rely on direct contact with 

management, passed on 1950’s call tree concepts or administrative letters and responses. 

Traditionally, the focus of communication in large groups is to deliver the messages as clearly as 

possible, with speed of communication being a secondary consideration. Classic information 

flow is a push from management down, with limited or no flow back up the chain of command 

other than through formal lines of command. There is little bi-directional communication, which 

is an inhibitor to situational awareness. 

 

An algorithm was created to increase organizational communication accuracy and speed while 

automating user permissions and keeping track of individual identities when masked under 

organization-specific positions. The algorithm uses currently known organizational structures to 

the implementer and keeps track of fixed or changing user assigned positions while keeping track 

of end user identity and permissions.  The solution must also operate when faced with different 

situational variables and intermingled with temporarily associative organizations. Using the 

identity management and user permissions algorithm in the application, MinuteMan is directed 

to a method and system for managing messages sent between multiple users based on the 

hierarchy or organizational rank and positional assignment of the users. These identities can be 

tracked through multiple organizations and cross referenced between different permission sets as 
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users are reassigned between organizations or to new assignments. Communication of messages 

can be to a group, individual, or both a group and individuals. The user must acknowledge 

receiving the message as part of their ability to view the messages, and a user’s acknowledgment 

must be completed before the full message is displayed. Users who are sent messages from 

management may be obliged to select one of the limited number of user statuses before they 

submit their response.  The response also has the ability to include user location as part of the 

information. 

 

The system correlates all data and presents it in a layered, hierarchical format based on user 

position within an organizational structure, including summary data. By presenting messages 

hierarchically, managers can filter their view easily according to how far they want to look down 

the chain of command. By presenting information in a summary-like format, the heads of the 

organizations can view information and deliver commands efficiently. The system can notify 

individuals or groups of issues, correlate responses, rapidly present field data to management and 

generally improve situational awareness of a routine project or disaster response in a timely and 

efficient manner. The system may include tracking of worker locations and further data that is 

automatically sensed from the users’ environments by connected sensors. The use of these 

capabilities improves management’s situational awareness of conditions when a single leader 

oversees a time-sensitive project involving many personnel.  The combination of real-time or 

near real-time information passed from the field from management and the feedback of decisions 

down to the field will improve decision making. 

 

The unique components delivered in this system are the methods and algorithms used for 

managing electronic communications, permissions, and relationships between users working in a 

hierarchical reporting structure comprising: receiving, by a processor, identifications of a 

plurality of users; receiving, by the processor, positions of each of said users in hierarchical 

reporting structure; sending, by the processor, a message composed by one of the users, deemed 

the “sending user” to a plurality of addressees selected from a remainder of plurality of users; 

receiving, by the processor, a plurality of responses to the message, the responses composed by 

at least some of the addressees deemed the “responding users” where at least two of the 

responding users have different positions in the hierarchical reporting structure; and displaying, 

on a device used by the sender user, a list encompassing the responses ordered according to the 

positions of the responding users in the reporting structure. 

 

Additionally, there exists a complementary system that manages electronic communications 

between users working in a hierarchical reporting structure comprising of a processor; and a 

computer readable memory comprising of computer readable instructions, which when 

implemented by the processor cause the processor to: receive identifications of a plurality of 

users; receive positions of each of said users in a hierarchical reporting structure; send a message 

composed on a device by one of the sending users to a plurality of addressees selected from a 

remainder of the plurality of users; receive a plurality of responses to the message, the responses 

composed by at least some of the responding users, where at least two the two of the responding 

users have different positions in the hierarchical reporting structure; display a preset number of 

options from which each responding user must make one selection; and display, on a device, a 

list comprising: the responses ordered according to the positions of the responding user in the 

hierarchical reporting structure; the position of each responding user in the hierarchical reporting 
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structure; and the selection of each responding user. The system described in this paper is a 

completed project. The project comprised of over 1900 personal hours of research and coding 

implementation as well as testing. The implementation described including Apple development 

code, Android development code, server, application programmer interface, database and 

algorithm code amount to approximately 450,000 lines of code While the system described is 

whole and completes all functionality requirements requested of first responders, the commercial 

aspect of this system is continuously being improved and combined with additional systems. 

 

In this paper, similar works and processes will be assessed and compared to the current system, 

including properties that work, current and previous implementations, and aspects that have not 

yet been addressed. Similar works will be grouped into identity management, user permissions, 

and organizational structures. The thesis will then address how the stated system is both unique 

in its characteristics and comparable to the similar works. 

 

The results of this thesis will then be explained including the reason for the algorithm being 

created, how it works, and what it addresses. Complications faced during the design and 

implementation of the algorithm in the system will also be discussed. 

 

Future work including applying more data points, building machine learning algorithms to train 

from datasets, building machine learning algorithms to build user profiles and apply permissions 

as well as quickly adapt to the differing organizational structures and situations will be 

discussed. 

 

1.2. Methodology 

1.2.1. Materials Used 

To address the current issues military and first responder personnel faced, a system was 

developed to enhance communication without creating a system that demanded external 

hardware and supplies additional to the software that implements the system. The system is 

implemented using hardware and software found on an average user’s mobile device and web 

browser or desktop when applicable. The materials used for executing the system include: 

multiple end user mobile devices such as smartphones, a laptop or desktop with an internet 

connection, a server capable of housing database information, multiple users within at least one 

organization, and a network to communicate the devices. The mobile devices necessary to fully 

take advantage of this system should have the capability to connect to the internet, receive email, 

voice call, and text, record audio and video media, determine location, and have a screen to 

display information and communicate with the system. 

 

To develop the system, that materials used were the same as the implementation, but additional 

software was used to write associated software and databases for the system. The mobile device 

system was originally developed with Apple Xcode. To expand MinuteMan’s applicability to 

more potential users, an Android version was created. The website was written with Hypertext 

Markup Language (HTML) and JavaScript. MySQL, and PHP were used to create database 

transactions and the application program interface between server and mobile clients. 
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1.2.2. Implementation and Development Process 

The initial problem to be addressed was creating a better implementation of a call tree for first 

responders. The call tree was developed into a communication hierarchy which became the 

current system. Discussions with first responders and emergency personnel helped create a 

baseline of requirements. Applying standard user identity and response methods did not seem to 

meet all the requirements of the first responders. While different implementations met different 

components, none seemed to fully address everything the first responders needed. Applying the 

types of algorithm and structured organizations were the result of creating a moldable 

organizational structure while still maintaining user identity with dynamic permission sets.  

 

1.2.3. Analysis of Results 

The results of this study are explained as the software and claims developed to meet the 

requirements of the first responders. The results are to be concluded as fulfilling the 

requirements given by the first responders and if there is a better communication system that is 

more clear and more efficient than current implementations. Standard analysis of systems would 

involve measurable change or correlations. There is no improvement to be measured because the 

situations that involve this system are always unique and extremely unpredictable emergencies. 

Testing the actual speed of data collection is a possibility, the goal is to improve communication 

not software speed. MinuteMan is unique to any system that attempts to fill the requests of first 

responders. Testing speeds of response is of no relevance because network speed, processor 

speed, and user latency all have a wide range of execution times. What does improve is 

communication by having stored and retrievable information in an organized and in a 

summarized manner. The only way to confirm that this system improves communication is by 

collecting the professional opinions of those that have used it in their jurisdictions. 

 

1.2.4. Limitations 

There are several limitations with this implementation that correspond with the number of 

merging organizations and user device compatibility both in hardware and software. This system 

has only been implemented with mobile devices that have an internet connection on cellular, Wi-

Fi, and wire-based connections. While the identity, permissions, and communication algorithms 

in place are not limited to the type of network, the implementation uses commonly available 

commercial networks. Mobile devices that do not have location services and cannot record media 

have been found to be less effective than their smart device counterparts. This system cannot 

implement location service features if devices do not have them or if a positioning network is 

unavailable, but GPS coordinates or address locations can be entered manually. What makes this 

system unique is if end-user devices are unresponsive, the main system will be able to notify the 

leaders in the response display by providing information related to users that have not responded. 

Display devices are required for proper implementation of the system for all users. Certain 

packages and software bundles must be installed on the host system for processes to run.  

 

Not every combination of variable inputs was explored in the implementation. There are many 

conditional inputs yet to be enacted. While combinations of permission sets and input variables 

could be implemented in software, the derived system was limited to the elements necessary for 

emergency responders operating in the US today.  Theoretical operations were not considered as 

the project was to be operational this year.  Later work will evaluate the combinations of inputs, 

organizations, and permissions requested by the groups using the system 
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2. Literature Review 
2.1. Previous Works 

Reaching a large staff and providing clear and concise bi-directional communication on an 

extremely short timeline can be difficult. Organizations typically rely on text and email to 

transmit information and generally rely on telephones for two-way communications. 

Coordinating management and workers in routine and emergency situations is often disorganized 

and unreliable. Coordination of multiple worker responses is often misreported or slow enough 

to not be applicable anymore. Information that is known in the field cannot always be provided 

to management reliably. Coordination between companies and agencies do not exist because 

either the company or agency may not have a good visibility of their own situation. Current 

solutions usually rely on email, text, or call trees. 

 

 
Figure 1: Two different types of communication trees. On the left, a manual call tree and on the right, an automated call tree. 

 

As of now there are call trees that are implemented in software and instead of one person calling 

multiple people that in turn call multiple people, a computer call the same number of people in 

considerably less time. As shown in Figure 1, call trees have been made more efficient by having 

a computer process all the communication instead of relying on different levels of individual 

users to communicate the information. The issue with both a manual phone tree and an 

automated one is that there is no way to respond and record data. There is no method for 

providing feedback from the those in the field to convey the real-world situation, other than 

emailing or texting images. There is no method for real-time estimation of forces available for 

whatever issue is at hand, especially for emergency issues that develop rapidly and would benefit 

from a rapid change in deployment of the forces in the field. Current systems that manage 

personnel in the field rely on direct contact with management.  The background information is 

provided to reveal information thought to be relevant to the current system. 

 

2.1.1. Identity Management 
Balasubramaniam and colleagues defines identity management as the tasks needed to create, 

manage, and decommission user credentials and attributes in a software system. Heterogeneity in 

current technologies make employing a strong identity management system a challenging task 

from a software architecture and implementation perspective. Identity management can consist 

of several attributes including but not limited to: identity provisioning, authentication, storage 
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and management, and certification of credentials. In a federated, or joined context, identity 

management involves cooperative contracts that have been set up among multiple identity 

providers. Agreements must be made between entities to ensure satisfactory identity 

management. 

 

Identity management federation provides administration systems with fast, and efficient 

deployment. With multiple organizations merging in a federation context, a more rapid 

deployment of systems that have their own individual identity management capabilities can be 

streamlined. For individual users, these types of systems can minimize duplicate identity profiles 

and lower the number of times their identity is accessed by the system potentially providing 

more privacy. Overall, identity management systems, when enacted efficiently provide the 

system with a more streamlined approach to management and cause less confusion with 

duplicate information. [1] 

 

Zhang and Chen explore the user-centric relationship-focused and credential-focused identity 

managements notions in a service-oriented architecture (SOA). For composite services, pure 

user-centric identity management is claimed by Zhang and Chen to be inefficient due to 

managing subservices that authenticate and authorize users. At the same time users need 

participate in every identity provisioning transaction. The two architypes can be unified into a 

universal identity management where identity information and privileges are delegable, and user 

centricity will be more feasible in the SOA. Implementing a practical delegation scheme is a 

challenge although there are some delegable anonymous credential schemes that were 

theoretically constructed. A pseudonym-based signature scheme designed to have self-generated 

pseudonyms and are not linkable for realizing user privacy. This system focuses on user 

authentication in SOA architectures. The current system provides a user authentication process 

but links users in an organizational structure. Where this system does not address the problem is 

having an organizational system in place but modestly using a single-level user list that can be 

applied to multiple entities. [2] 

 

2.1.2. User Permissions 
Linux kernels, whether Ubuntu, RedHat, or some other distribution all have permission settings. 

Linux is selected as a reference to understand the basics of file permissions and user limitations 

on common software operating systems. With Linux-based systems and many other systems, file 

permission becomes a topic of discussion for protection and security. This information deals with 

the user permission functionality of MinuteMan. Like the current system, Linux has different 

categories of users that permissions can be divided to support. Linux has owners, groups, all 

users, and other access categories. MinuteMan breaks these permissions down even further with 

rank, user association, and situational permissions. Permissions can be modified for certain 

groups of people and are critical for keeping information secure and accessible to the right 

individuals. Since Linux permissions only deal with basic user and file permissions, read, write, 

and execute are the only types of permissions that can be altered for the chosen groups. This 

fundamental and simplistic structure is in place because it is straightforward to understand and 

manage and does not get confusing to the user of the system. Programs can be implemented to 

expressly change permissions, but can only be operated by users that have access to all entities 

involved whether they be files or users. With MinuteMan, permissions are based on situational 

associations and links not individual users. In typical software, oriented organizational structures, 
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like this one, relationships between user accounts are made. Organizational structures of all kinds 

are made of the relationship between the individual entities in them. Many implementations of 

these structures directly link users or positions to one another. In some instances, the user 

account gets merged directly to a position. With the current system, organizational positions are 

merged together through their preexisting organizational hierarchy. Users are then linked to to 

their positions. With this link, a new combination is formed and that link is what receives the 

messages. This allows for users to be linked to the same position and multiple positions. If a user 

is removed from the system, their join that was formed between the position and their identity 

still exists allowing for messages to stay intact. This allows for links to be made without 

involving individual users and prevent managing users from accessing information that may be 

confidential to the managed user or situation. Allowing these links to be formed provides the 

algorithm with the footings it needs to achieve the dynamic real-time automated implementation 

of user permissions without hassling the users involved for granted permissions. [3] 

 

2.2. Comparable Patents 
There are several patents that have been found to have similar claims. Each of the seven bodies 

will be discussed in relative detail. With each of these systematic bodies a bridge will be made to 

the topic of user privileges and identity management as well as communication methods with the 

system. Each work will also have flaws, gaps, or inadequacies discussed and compared to the 

present topic. 

 

2.2.1. Ranked Messages 

P. Brennan of Canada’s invention in 2000 describes a way of processing incoming 

communications. The claims of Brennan’s patent detail a message system that ranks priority of 

messages. The system ranks the messages based off a ranked organizational structure with 

various priorities. If the call is not answered and has an important priority level, it is marked as 

urgent to and forwarded to an electronic voicemail. This invention claims to be more flexible 

than typical message sorting because the attributes for the message must be known to sort. This 

invention attempts to circumvent the issues with unspecified message content and focuses on a 

ranked-sender priority system. The invention has similar aspects to the present system, but is 

limited to a fixed organizational structure, fixed priority system, and has no additional way of 

linking the message recipient to the caller. The method described is confined to a less flexible 

system and only works a as one-way communication system if the message or call sent is not 

immediately received. Fixed ranks and organizational structures are a solid starting point, but 

when applied to situational awareness, it does not meet the needs of the environment. Another 

possible flaw in this system is that the message priority is based off the position of the caller. If 

the caller has a high rank and a less important message sent, it would reach the recipient before a 

message with a lower rank and more important message, thus drawing attention to the sender and 

not the content of the information being shared. Information in both critical and non-critical 

situations is typically more important than the position of person that sent the message. This 

communication system is more narrow in its applicability than in the present system. If this 

system were to expand into a more detailed categorization of the message priority it would be 

more like the message component of the current system. [4] 
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2.2.2. Organizationally Ranked Email 

In April of 2002, D. Osterberg and D. Porter filed a patent on a hierarchical organization chart 

based emailing list maintenance system. The invention relates to the automatic generation of 

email mailing lists based on organizational charts. In one expression, the invention is a method 

of email messaging using mailing lists comprising of the steps of: receiving information relating 

to the hierarchy, extracting information with identifiers of members in the structure, relating 

information to the position of the members in the organizational hierarchy, and relating 

information to email addresses of the members, and generating a plurality of mailing lists based 

on the information extracted. In this system, organizational changes update a database that holds 

the structure and adapts the mailing and access lists to be used by the email system. Aliases and 

permissions can be generated for those in the mailing lists. The system also bases hierarchy of an 

owner directly related to a distinct person. This system relates to the hierarchical organizational 

structure and messaging system that are implemented by the present system. What is unique 

about this system is its alias system. The system masks its users with aliases stored in location 

known to the system. Permissions are limited in this system as they only prevent certain users 

from sending to certain addresses. The expansiveness of the hierarchical structures in this system 

is limited to users being directly mapped to their structure via alias. The present system creates 

an organizational network that copies the structures given and assigns users to the structure 

instead of using the user as part of the structure. The patent reviewed is also limited to email and 

could potentially be expanded into multimedia messages. [5] 

 

2.2.3. Movable and Location-Mapped Objects 

US inventors G. Klassen, S. Wisebourt, and S. Fahmy implementation of their patent falls into 

the individual user informational display system. The patent description also falls into the user 

location portion as a possible input to the present algorithm. Claiming that similar applications 

only allow for mapping software to have plotted items confined to a single location indefinitely, 

the system includes moveable items whose locations may change over time. The given system is 

a method for visually representing information on a portable devices electronic display that 

includes receiving location coordinates from at least one other portable device. The identifying 

marker associated with the device is then placed on a map that can be viewed on a mobile 

device. The visual identifier can be selected to depict the status of the user of the other device. 

The implementation example Klassen and colleagues use is for a real estate application. In the 

application displays multiple identifiers on a map for a particular city. Each identifier visually 

represents a property that is for sale or for rent and when selected displays additional information 

about the property. While the implementation is focused on a real estate market, the claims 

encompassing the displaying of information on a map is applicable to the current topic. Where 

this system falls short and where it could be combined with Osterberg and Porter’s invention is 

merging the information from the location node with the organizational structure. This system is 

used widely across positioning systems in mobile environments. [6] 

 

2.2.4. Authorized and Secure Mobile Applications 

K. Prabhu of India experimented with a secure application control in mobile terminals using 

biometric sensors. Their patent describes a mobile terminal with a biometric input device. The 

biometric input device when configured, determines input from at least one physical attribute of 

a user and authorize performance of an instruction by a processor based on the biometric input 

related to at least one physical attribute. Prabhu’s system relates to the current topic with its user 
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identification and authentication system as well as communication and access to information 

using mobile devices. While this system focuses mostly on the biometric aspect of 

authentication, it also provides information about concealing data on a mobile device and from 

certain users and authenticating user identities. The messaging aspect of MinuteMan will not 

display information for certain users even if the organization they are a part of is intended to 

receive the message based on systematic preferences enacted by a higher authority. Like this 

system, no messages or information can be accessed without user authentication. In the 

implementation of the algorithm, MinuteMan has an identity management feature that uses 

biometric sensors on mobile devices to unlock and access information from the application. [7] 

 

2.2.5. Suggested Email Reponses 

In the US patent for systems and methods for processing electronic communications, L. DeLuca, 

Y. Lin and D. Price describe a system and method for delivering an electronic communication to 

a recipient. This invention relates to the message distribution methods and acknowledgement 

portion of the current system. In this embodiment, a computer-implement method of delivering 

an electronic communication to a recipient. A relationship is then identified between the 

recipient and at least one other recipient. A response assessment result is generated in response to 

the determined relationship. The response assessment result is present to the recipient. The 

system includes a relationship manager that determines the relationship between a presently non-

responsive recipient of an email message and a responsive recipient of the email message. The 

system continues by including a presentation processor that generates a response assessment 

result in response to the determined relationship. The method then presents a display listing the 

response assessment result in a format that permits the presently non-responsive recipient to 

determine whether to respond to the email message. This analysis of the relationship between the 

recipients creates a network that is determined by the message sent. In the current system, there 

are a set of predetermined response statuses from which the user can select a response. 

Additional media can also be added for a custom response. In the method presented by DeLuca 

and colleagues, a response is suggested based on another recipient’s response of the same 

message and relationship correlating the responsive and not-yet responsive users. This response 

system is could prove to be a useful advancement in the current implementation of MinuteMan 

but would potentially fail when an atypical situation arises. The display the sender obtains 

summarizing the responses from the message sent is very close to a portion of the 

implementation in the current messaging system, but does not include corollary suggestions 

associated with other recipient relationships. Where this method fails in an organization and 

hierarchical setting is in sending to an individual recipient and not using a distribution tree or 

method of handling a hierarchical structure. [8] 

 

2.2.6. Prompted Message Receipts  

In 2012, Majeti and co-inventors created a delivery control system for email communicated 

amongst multiple end user communication devices. In this method, end-user communication 

devices process the receipt of an email wherein a received email comprises a digital packet 

having a header and user data segment. The segment contains a user message and 

acknowledgement receipt that is then returned to the original sender. The received user message 

is prevented from being displayed on a screen of the first end-user communication device until 

input is entered authorizing a reply to the acknowledged request. Upon receiving the 

authorization from the user: a reply email with an acknowledgement is automatically generated 
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by the recipient’s device. This patent contains a function similar to the messaging system 

implemented in by the current system. End user devices through an authorization mechanism 

send a response to the sender reporting if the message has been acknowledged by the recipient. 

This system is like how MinuteMan records acknowledgement information, but is prompted 

automatically, and responded to manually. MinuteMan automatically sends an acknowledgement 

to the sender if the message has been opened for a certain period. An additional response is 

optional, but acknowledgments are generated automatically to save time in critical situations. 

This patent is a continuation-in-part of several other patents that result in an acknowledgement 

system. Where this system falls short is that it does not have an optional setting to automatically 

generate acknowledge receipts. There are other systems that automatically generate the receipts 

of opened messages, but this one does not have that automatic capability. Like the current 

system, this algorithm stores information transferred between devices in a database that is 

referenced by all user devices. The database houses the message’s identifying markers as well as 

a table between who received the messages and their acknowledgement. The associated table is 

then presented to the sender as a list of who has and has not opened the message. The system 

also has the end user device display a list of received messages and details if an 

acknowledgement has been received by the system. The implementation of this system uses an 

illustrative Peanut application to store and read bytes that can indicate certain commands for the 

message. The system can have messages time out and expire after a given period. Various byte 

values give messages certain priorities that correspond to background colors. The system 

implemented by MinuteMan does not use full background colors but rather icons and slight color 

variations since full message color changes have been shown to grab attention, but become 

distracting in the field. MinuteMan furthers message metadata by creating types of message and 

various responses and actions aside from priority, acknowledgement, and timeout requests. The 

metadata within this system has a strong correlation to the current system and its differentiation 

between message priority. The current system furthers this priority system by added correlations 

of importance based on user metadata including but not limited to, rank, position, location, and 

relationship to the recipient. [9] 

 

2.2.7. Recorded Calendar Invitation Responses 

An implementation for a computer method for integrating services in a calendar application via 

meeting request emails was made by US inventors, J. Lehmann and D. Sommer in 2012. The 

invention uses a method for integrating services in a calendar application via the meeting request 

functionality of calendar programs. The system initiates one or more services where the system 

can analyze the events recurring in the calendar, predict required event service email address 

representing a service and additional data required by the service for execution. Software in the 

system filters through service requests and determines if the process is operable. Like the present 

system, a storage medium holds instructions and executables to be performed by a processor. 

The invention relates to the computer implemented method for integrating services in an 

application via meeting request emails. While this implementation is email specific and calendar 

based, the meeting distribution and data corresponding to the messages have a correlation to the 

present systems messaging system in that a message is sent to users of a certain type and 

application specific events are implemented by the end user devices. Lehmann and Sommer’s 

system does not meet the MinuteMan applicability in the distribution of the message, data 

collection and end user action. The message distribution, while applicable to many instances 

does not follow any organizational structure and is instead a direct one-to-one mapping of sender 
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to user with no middle step for organizational verification.  Data collection and end user actions 

are also limited in the message response collection of the system. Where the organizer can only 

send meeting requests, there are only three options to the limited applicability. A recipient of the 

message can only accept, reject, or suggest a new time for the meeting. The application of this 

system is limited to non-hierarchical structures and meeting requests therefore not fully 

addressing the identity management, permissions set, and messaging system of the current 

problem statement. [10] 

 

3. MinuteMan’s Uniqueness: 
3.1. Why MinuteMan 

The patent for MinuteMan was filed for a system and method for managing messages and user 

permissions based on user rank and position. What makes it unique from the patents listed is its 

ability to distribute messages on an organizational level. Where most of these patents focus on a 

user to user distribution method, MinuteMan passes through the organizational structure going 

from individual user identity, to linked position, to relationship to recipient’s position to the 

recipient. This allows for multiple users to have the same position and multiple positions to be 

filled by an individual user while maintaining user identity.  

 

 
Figure 2: A single example of a user fitting into two different organizational structures. By focusing on the joining of the user 

and position in the structure, a permission set unique to that relationship can be formed while maintaining user identity. 

 

The example shown in Figure 2 demonstrates how a single person can fill multiple positions.  A 

message can pass through the organizational relationship path, allowing the messages to belong 

to a position, which can then be linked from the position to the user who fills the position. In 

Figure 2, each organizational structure has layered positions relating to one another. User A 

represents the identity of an individual user. The relationship joins between position 1-3-4 in the 

left most structure and User A represent where User A fits in that organization. The same 

relationship happens with the right organization exists with User A with position 2-5-1. Notice 

that the user is not actually part of the organization and has no nodes attached above or below. 

User A has a join in the database with the positions 1-3-4 and 2-5-1 giving them the unique 

identities represented by “Join A 1-3-4” and “Join A 2-5-1”. By implementing the tree this way, 

permissions can be set from the perspective of the organization, the user, and the joint 

relationship between them. This unique system provides a permission set that is unique to the 

combination of the organizations being merged and the individual member. By providing an 

additional joining point, the process allows for message to be controlled by the system and 
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recalled if needed because the messages are not sent directly to the user, and therefore do not 

belong to the recipient. 

 

 

3.2. Definitions 
The term “firmware” includes, but is not limited to, program code and data used to control and 

manage the interactions between various modules and components of the system. 

 

The term “hardware” includes, but is not limited to, the physical housing for a computer as well 

as the display screen, connectors, wiring, circuit boards having processor and memory units, 

power supply, and other electrical components. 

 

The term “implementer” refers to a user, manager, or entity that has executed the system on 

behalf of itself or users that it oversees. This is typically a governing body, company, or group 

that has purchased or licensed the software for the system. 

 

The term “manager” refers to a leader or user that has a higher rank than another user. In many 

cases, it refers to the person of highest rank that is using the system. A manager may be a civilian 

in charge of employees or other users of the system, or a member of the armed forces or first 

responders. 

 

The term “message” generally refers to the first communication in a thread of communications. 

Replies to a message are generally called responses. Please note that subordinate message may 

be initiated, or messages may be forwarded in certain instances. 

 

The term “module” can refer to any component in this invention and to any or all the features of 

the system without limitation. A module can be a software, firmware or hardware module, and 

can be located anywhere there is a local device or remote server, if it is a part of the system.  

 

The term “network” can include both a mobile networks and hardwired networks without 

limiting the terms meaning, and includes the use of wireless (2G, 3G, 4G, Wi-Fi, WiMAX, Wire 

USB (Universal Serial Bus), ZigBee, Bluetooth, BTLE, and satellite), and hardwired connections 

such as internet, ADSL (Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Line), DSL (Digital Subscriber Line), 

cable modem, T1, T3, fiber, dial-up model, television cable, and may include connections to 

flash memory data cards and USB memory devices where appropriate.  

 

The term “processor” is used to refer to any electronic circuit or group of circuits that perform 

calculations and may include single or multicore processors, multiple processors, an ASIC 

(Application Specific Integrated Circuit), and dedicated circuits implemented, for example, on 

reconfigurable devices like an FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array). The processor performs 

steps in the flowcharts, whether they are explicitly described as being execute by the processor or 

if the execution is implicit due to the steps being described as performed by code or a module. 

The processor, if comprised of multiple processors, may have them located together or remotely 

separate from each other. The term includes virtual processors and machine instances in cloud 

computing or local virtualization, which are ultimately supported in physical processors. 
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The term “response attribute” refers to a feature that is to be part of each reply sent to a message. 

Such a feature may be optional or required. For example, a response attribute may define that the 

respondent must include an indication of whether they are available or unavailable. Another 

example is whether a media attachment can be added to the response, but at the discretion of the 

respondent. 

 

The term “server” refers to any computing device, or group of devices that provide the functions 

described herein as being provided by one or more servers. If they are multiple constituents, 

servers, the location does not matter. 

 

The term “software” includes but is not limited to, program code that performs the computations 

and algorithms necessary for receiving user inputs, analyzing user inputs and providing outputs, 

the storage and organization of image related data, displaying information, etc. 

 

The term “system” when used generally refers to a message management system based on user 

organizational hierarchy, the system being a subject of the present invention. The term may also 

be applied to other systems from different inventors and studies. 

 

The term “user” refers to a person who uses the system or interacts with it via a user device. 

There may be different types of users. A user who is a manager or a user who is employed by, 

managed by, or otherwise subordinate in the hierarchy to the manager. In general, users are 

personnel on the field that receive direction from management. 
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4. Results 
One of the largest components in dealing with emergency situations, as stated previously in the 

introduction, is situational awareness. To increase a responder or organization’s situational 

awareness, the correct information needs to be readily available to the proper personnel. 

Mapping user locations, status, and displaying message groups and responses provides high level 

users with the material they need to make informed decisions. Figure 3 shows a real-time 

screenshot of what information is presented in an emergency like situation. In this event, there 

are no danger zones and no objects of relevance. The smaller box locations on the map are the 

locations of users in the organizational structures. There are organizational merges in this group 

between three different groups. These groups keep their identity and unique user characteristics. 

The colors indicate which organizational groups they originated from. The larger white boxes at 

the bottom of the figure display talk group (radio channels and associated users) implementations 

of user responses to messages sent by managing users. 

 

 
Figure 3: Detailed response map with user locations and message responses implemented in a talk group form. 

To provide accurate information in real-time or close to real-time, certain users need to have 

critical information and permissions from their organization to make decisions and give 

instruction to other members of the organization and users of the system. These permissions are 

uniquely built on a hierarchical structure using ranks, positions, and a combination of situational 

variables including location and type of emergency. To share information, these entities typically 

communicate through text, email, and telephone calls. This system of communication is slow, 

outdated, and can be made more efficient while adapting to newer methods of communications 
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with the changing permissions each user has based on their individual status, status of the 

organization, and status of the situation being handled. 

 

Rules and regulations implemented by the organizations governing organization can prevent 

certain information from reaching certain destinations without being approved by certain 

positions. These rules, although necessary, are slow and can provide uncertainty of individual 

and situational permissions especially in critical emergencies. To combat this chaotic 

entanglement of rules and permissions as well as provide quick communication up, down, and 

across the organization structure as it grows and changes, the system MinuteMan was formed. 

 

Emergency situations are missing a system with an algorithm capable of adapting to the 

constantly changing organizational structure whilst keeping track of individual and group 

identity and permissions as well as managing new methods of communicating and passing data 

in a bi-directional fashion. MinuteMan was designed to meet these system shortcomings and it 

implements an algorithm to track user identity and permissions allowing users to easily 

communicate with members of the organizational structure implemented using user, position and 

situational variables in a changing environment.  

 

4.1. The Algorithm 
The algorithm behind MinuteMan’s organizational structural capabilities focuses on maintaining 

user identity and allowing for various user privileges between groups. It brings in individual 

organization variables, organizational variables that are expected from analyzing organizational 

variables, and situational variables to create a hierarchical structure. 
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Figure 4: A representation of the types of inputs and outputs the algorithm takes. The algorithm is structured to take any kind of 

input if there is a set boundary and threshold for each condition and variable. 

 

4.1.1. The Algorithm’s Input 

The algorithm is the center point around the application and its inputs are what make it unique to 

other systems. The system is set up to take different kinds of input, each with their individual 

type of contribution and level of importance. The algorithm uses datasets used originally by the 

organization, new datasets that are acquired by bringing on MinuteMan, and real time datasets. 
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Table 1: Possible variable inputs, thresholds, and potential effects those conditions of MinuteMan's algorithmic variable inputs 

can have on the system. 

 
 

Datasets used originally by the organization are divided further into two different types: 

individual user information and organizational information. Each component of the data that the 

organizations originally have help to create user identity and structure the way the software may 

operate against the organizational system that may already be in place. The individual data 

gathered from the organization’s preexisting information is what would be expected on any 

individual identification system. This dataset, when applied to MinuteMan, generally includes 

but is not limited to: name, rank, any identification like a badge number, personal address, job 

location, email information, and any phone or texting information. This data provides the 

algorithm with a means of creating an individual identity in software to be applied to the system. 

The individual dataset can be expanded upon the organizations request to include identifying 

markers such as height, weight, age, sex, race, eye and hair color, as well any other identifying 

markers. Identifying information is typically used for larger organizations and organizational 

merges where individuals in the organization would not know personally and therefore would 

probably not be able to identify the person by name and rank alone. The information pertaining 

to an individual is just as important as any known organization structure the user group might 

use. 
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To the management algorithm, a known organizational structure is a real-world relationship tree 

that links individuals together. Levels of position and related organizational power is combined 

with existing permissions as the first part of the preexisting structure that is identified by the 

system. With levels of power and existing permissions, a hierarchical structure is derived from a 

chain of command. 

 

The algorithm takes both a top down and bottom up look at the organizations existing structure 

but focuses on a top down perspective. Everyone in the system can always report up any chain of 

command, but the communication network created focuses on a distribution approach which 

guides the analysis of the structure to be based on permissions using top down approach. 

 
Figure 5: An example of an existing hierarchical organization structure presented to the algorithm. Note the names are repeated 

in some positions. Note Doe and Taylor are linked by position in the real-world. 

 

Analysis of the preexisting structure then takes a lateral view at each level that has been 

identified. Each level or small group can be arranged into teams reflecting organizational entities 

like the real world. Generally, each team needs a leader or a contact point so that the levels above 

it can communicate down and so the team can communicate not only to each other but to a 

common node. Groups can be as few as two people and the maximum size is only limited in 

number by organization request. The dynamic property of forming groups allows for a scalable 

system. Through research and interviews with professionals in the field, smaller talk group 

organizations were implemented into the system to help filter out information not pertinent to the 

groups. Talk groups allowed for smaller sections of the overall organization communicate with 

each other in exclusive conversations. These conversations added privacy to information being 

shared and removed excess chatter from the overall messaging system. The more relevant the 

information to the group and the more condensed the conversation is, the faster information can 

be exchanged. When talk groups are not in place, there is more general conversation with various 

groups happening at the same time creating a less focused decision making process. The 

relationship between organizational nodes allows unlimited scaling structure. The system is 
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housed on an Amazon Web Services (AWS) server. The remote server is contracted to provide 

needed space to run the scalable system without having to restrict service to those using the 

system already when the demand for service grows. Referencing that information, individuals 

can be linked to other individuals at all levels. This creates a multidimensional relationship built 

solely from the preexisting structure of the organization(s). Talk group communication 

systematically ignores any cases of user rank and position. This allows for the messaging system 

to be completely lateral and not filter out information. When a talk group is formed the idea 

behind it is that a small number of individuals is a part of that team and with limited information 

being shared, filtering out information and summarizing certain statuses inhibits material flow. 

Figure 5 shows an existing organizational structure from the perspective of the users. The 

structure is based upon the real-world relationship between soon-to-be users of the system. To 

create user profiles, part of the system’s input is personal user data. Table 2 shows a portion of 

the user’s attributes commonly generated and stored for the algorithm’s use. 
Table 2: A portion of personal information from the users in Figure 5 stored as a database table. 

 
 

The table shows stores the information of the user, including rank, specific to the user. In the link 

between user identity and position there is also an additional rank. This rank is typically the same 

and automatically copied over. If for some reason the user has a different rank with a different 

position, it will be reflected in the systems tables. Personal information such as physical traits 

can often be stored for larger organizations where other members may not be able to recognize 

them from name and rank alone. User identity numbers are formed as well. Table 2 shows a 

simplified version of the identification code to provide a stronger association between tables and 

figures. While existing structures are useful inputs to the system, the algorithm also uses known 

conditional statements. 

4.1.1.1. Conditional Statements 

Conditional statements known to the organization contain a list of steps and directions the system 

takes to fill the action requested by the user through MinuteMan. Results of these conditions can 

vary drastically.  For example, two users being paired in the structure for long periods of time, or 
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they can gain drastically different capabilities such as when one of them is moved into the chain 

of command based on changing needs in a specific location or type of event. Conditional 

statements can be broken into two categories: command driven conditions and event driven 

conditions. 

 

4.1.1.2. Command Driven Conditions 

Command driven conditions are those that someone in the management system or higher up in 

the chain of command has enacted. These conditions are typically for larger events that are pre-

planned. These commands are generally associated with organizational merges. Merging an 

organization allows for command and communication to be shared with other organizations 

using the same system where the organizations normally operate independently. For example, 

when a team of firefighters joins an emergency medical team, a conditional statement causes 

these two organizations merge, and permissions allow communication between the previously 

separate groups to merge.  Additionally, rules may pre-exist which define that the head of the 

firefighter team now becomes the head of the merged firefighter team and the medical team. This 

condition to change rules would only be enacted by a user with high permissions or a manager 

with permissions to do so, just as the physical change would be required to take place from a 

similar manager’s directions. Another example of a conditional statement would be if a member 

of one organization requests to temporarily join another team. In this case, the individual 

member forms a relationship merge between the two groups and can join both groups, but 

continuing to hold both rank and position associated to both organizations. When returning to the 

home organization, the individual leaves the second group completely intact and returns to the 

original organization with all pre-existing attributes.  These conditions are normally taken by 

request of users in the system.  
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Table 3: An example list of potential commands that could be enacted. The results are summaries of what code would be 

implemented. 

 
 

Table 3 is the visual representation of a command table in the MinuteMan system. These 

commands are events that are enacted to perform pre-determine functions. While certain users 

can create, store, and implement commands during situations, it is easier for them to be planned 

and implemented when needed. The command “Merge Organization 1 and 3” is a user defined 

command name that implements the result “Organization Merges Based on Predetermined 

Settings.” This result is a series of scripted commands, database calls, and authentication 

transactions that create a new set of entries in a table like Table 5. The algorithm would process 

all the necessary statements and would return a new organization that would contain the 

members of Organization 1 and Organization 3. A command of this caliber would take the 

highest position level or a manager instructed by a commanding officer to do so. In practice, a 

command of this magnitude would take the actual instruction from an officer at permission 0, but 

a manager can implement this command if ordered to do so. Similar to command 101, command 

505 must be enacted by a user, but the permission level required to do so is much lower. A user 

at position level 3 can implement a fire protocol. What that protocol does in code is typically put 

an alert message out to a certain group of users and put a marker on a response map like Figure 

7. This command can always be undone by the user that implemented it or a higher-ranking user, 

but the command itself can be enacted. Like command driven conditions, event driven conditions 

have the same range of implementation options but the command is triggered by something other 

than the user. 

 

4.1.1.3. Event Driven Conditions 

Event driven conditions are conditional statements that are triggered automatically by something 

other than a direct command and are typically situational. All conditional statements are input by 
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users or managers of the system, but event driven conditions are the conditions that are 

implemented based on an event and not necessarily controlled by anyone in the command. An 

example of an event driven condition’s trigger would be if a member associated with a certain 

position came into a specific location, the event condition would be met. This condition takes no 

user management to enact, it was triggered by an event. Conditional statements are explicit for 

each event and have specific cause and effect circumstances.  For these event-driven changes, 

general rules need to be in place to make a repeatable implementation for expected situations.  

More variation in rules can allow smoother transition of capabilities where the events are not 

explicitly stated pre-defined.  

 
Table 4: An example table of events that can be automatically triggered by the system. 

 
 

Table 4 shows a database table for an organization’s events that can be triggered automatically. 

These events are those that are triggered by certain variables meeting certain requirements and 

like Table 3, enact certain database call and scripts to perform a summarized action. This table is 

part of the algorithm because it can change the organizational structure and permissions of users. 

These events are triggered automatically, but can be blocked from happening or stopped after 

implementation by users with certain privileges. This helps prevent users tampering with the 

system from causing harm or confusion. The event named “House Fire Permission” is an event 

that is triggered after a fire event has been declared by a command from a user. The event is 

triggered for the individual user when they, through their device are determined by the system to 

be close enough to have full communication privileges. By giving the fire event a location or 

field, the user’s device can tell the system that the user is within the threshold of the event and 

that the system should grant the user a new permission set. Like many location events, it occurs 
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when the user, specific user, number of users, or combination of locations has met a certain 

distance threshold. The event with id 333, “Too Many Responders Unavailable” is a series of 

database checks that count the number of unavailable users compared to the total number of 

users that are being considered. If that ratio reaches a certain percentage, then the event is 

triggered. This event would use location services to determine the location of all available users 

in the vicinity. The user with the highest rank is then granted by the algorithm a new set of 

permissions. 

 

4.1.1.4. General Rules 

General rules of what can happen allow the system to fill in gaps that are created by the only 

being able to identify a specific set of circumstances in the more explicit event/rule conditions. 

These rules are coded in such a way so they are only enacted when specific event cases are not 

met, and are always ignored if a specific event has been met. By following an “if else statement”, 

the algorithm prevents the rules from interfering with conditions explicitly stated. These 

conditions normally come with the initial software implementation are like a set of fundamental 

preferences. Unlike general rules, there are stringent rules and regulations given by 

administrative personnel that cannot be overwritten and must be implemented. 

 

Rules in regulations brought in to the algorithm are rules that have the highest level of priority 

and cannot be overwritten without the expressed consent of a user or administrator of a higher 

level. These rules in practice have been put into the algorithm by request of the governing 

authority implementing the software or are required to by law to be implemented in the software. 

Following the stringent rules, situational variables are input into the system. 

 

4.1.1.5. Situational Variables 

Situational variables are not rules, but rather the data collected by the system in real time that can 

potentially trigger conditions. Variables that are automatically considered by the system and 

those inputs by users are considered situational and are processed by the algorithm and compared 

in software to relevant commands waiting to be triggered. The way the algorithm is designed, 

there is no limit to what variable can be used. The algorithm needs a variable to keep track of 

current situation(s) and a situational threshold at which to implement the linked event rule. 

 

4.1.2. The Algorithm’s Output 

The purpose of this algorithm is to create a live, internal organizational structure complete with 

permissions and unique user identities that satisfies all the requirements of the original 

organizations and their governing boards when facing distinct situations. The algorithm uses a 

known organizational structure, typically hierarchical in nature, that can be generated from 

scratch, imported from a database if the organizational has already digitally structured their 

members’ information, or digitally reconstructed by mimicking the existing structure. 
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The organizational structure must have a user ranking system, permissions specific to levels or 

positions/users, and/or be hierarchical for the algorithm to apply permissions based on a 

preexisting organizational structure. The members of the structure must have attributing factors 

that allow for permissions to based. Without a discriminating characteristic, the structure cannot 

apply permissions based on an original structure. The algorithm can, however, still provide user 

identity within the group despite not having permissions unique to a position. 

 

This algorithm is unique in how it links individuals together. Individuals are linked to positions 

not to other individuals. Positions are then linked to other positions. This level of object 

relationships allows for individual users to be linked to multiple positions and multiple users to 

be linked to individual positions. While the real-world structure may appear to be individual to 

individual connections, what truly connects them in the emergency environment is the 

relationship between the positions and the situations. By connecting a user to any number of 

positions, they inherit the user permissions of that position in its context. 

 
Figure 6: The extracted organizational structure from Figure 5 shown on left. Note repeated entries have been removed because 

their positions overlap. 

In addition to a preexisting organizational structure, the algorithm utilizes individual user 

positions and relationships within the structure to create a framework. Figure 6 shows what a 

structure in the real-world would be converted to from an organizational table. That result is 

stored in a database table as shown in Table 5.  
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Table 5: Database table example of the organizational structure from Figure 5 was converted to Figure 6 and stored by the 

algorithm. 

 
 

The algorithm can combine multiple differing structures and adapt to having users in multiple 

organizations with different original permissions. When two or more organizational structures 

merge under this system, certain conditional statements take effect. When these merges take 

effect, conditional attributes previously known by the algorithm are employed. The attributes 

mentioned are those known to the system instilled by the implementing organization. Unlike 

conditional statements that are specific to an event or circumstance, general rules are attributes 

that are custom to the organization to provide swift execution, but can be altered or removed 

easily from the original organization. General rules and conditional statements are all attributes 

that can be inserted into the original variable input of the algorithm.  In the use of the general 

rules, many factors that can be added and altered in real time adjusting the organization output 

from the algorithm. 

 

4.1.3. Real Time Input 

Conditional variables are those normally set by the implementer of the algorithm to create a just 

system of rules that get executed in the initial enactment of the algorithm. Another unique quality 

to this algorithm is the ability to have real time conditional variables input and changed in status 

and priority. Status in this instance represent the state of the variable, there normally relies on 

predetermined states a variable can accommodate. A variable can only be in one state at a time. 

The priority of the variable changes how the system will react to the change in status. If a 

variable is of low priority, a status change to that variable may have little to no effect. In 

contrast, if a variable is of extremely high priority, certain conditions may be enacted so that the 

organizational structure revolves around the change of that variable. An example would be 

changing the commander of a large incident (especially a multiday event like responding to a 

hurricane).  The commander will change multiple times, and repeating positions for a single user 
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will occur regularly.  There may even be swapping of positions from commander to on-call 

commander as people arrive for duty and go off duty for rest.  Using this input, the algorithm 

produces a unique structure with unique user identities that can be tracked regardless of the point 

of origin. 

 

This organization’s structure is representative of the input structures with various user privileges 

changed based on situation. With the structure, not only does each member in the structure retain 

their previous organizations status, but their identity is maintained and tracked regardless of 

which organization they intertwine with at any time. The algorithm allows for a user identity and 

permission set to originate from multiple organizational structures and sustain the connection 

between the original structures and any new additional organizational configurations the 

algorithm generates.  Note, the structure of the data represents the structure of the real world, so 

conflicts of privileges do not need to be analyzed in the operational systems.  For example, 

someone would not operate the hose in one organization and be the battalion commander for a 

different group simultaneously, so conflicts of this type cannot occur.  However, if necessary to 

support the real-world environment, the system could allow it to happen. 

 

 
Figure 7: A screenshot of the response map and information display of the current messaging thread. 

 

The algorithm constantly adapts checking statuses of known variables as well as input from the 

users within the organization. In Figure 7, different situational variables such as boundary 

parameters, user locations, checkpoints, and traffic inputs are shown. These variables can have a 

real-time input into the system and change the permission sets of users depending on the 

conditional effect. This distinctive feature allows for the structure to update in a situation so that 
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new data sets can be evaluated, new information can be presented, and different combinations of 

communication channels can be generated. 

 

4.1.4. Security and Encryption 

As part of any system dealing with pertinent information, security is a must. This system secures 

itself in three major ways: user login, identity verification, and encryption. Each user must log 

into the system via a given username and user-chosen password. While it is not recommended, 

users can save their password on certain web browsers, mobile devices, and digital keychains to 

reduce the number of times the user needs log in. Like all saved password systems, the security 

of the individual user’s account is only as secure as the access to the password and user name. In 

many mobile instances a fingerprint identification scanner can be used to apply the users saved 

password. The system is compatible with various third-party token verification software 

applications that can be enacted at the request of the using organization.  

 

Identity verification comes in a three-step process. The managing system, chosen admin, or 

implementer must create the user identity in the system. Whether this is transferred from a 

database or input manually does not matter. The system requires an authorized individual to 

create user accounts. This prevents random individuals from falsifying information and creating 

fake accounts. The user also has information in regards to the specific device that is used. If the 

user logs in with a new device, they must verify the device usage with the system typically 

through email or contact with the admin. Once the user is verified with the device, information 

can come from that account on that devices helping ensure that the information is from the 

source it says it is. 

 

Encryption is the last part of security for this system. All messages, data and media are encrypted 

with a standard AES encryption method. Keys are generated from the server upon login and are 

required in the transaction of information. If there is no key sent with the information, the server 

reject it as it is not supposed to be a part of the system. 

 

4.2. The Implementation: MinuteMan 
MinuteMan is a unique system that has twenty attributed claims in its patent. MinuteMan uses 

the algorithmic method discussed previously for managing electronic communications between 

users working in a hierarchical reporting structure comprised of receiving, by a processor, 

identifications of plurality of users; receiving, by the processor, positions of each of said users in 

hierarchical report structure; sending, by the processor, a message composed by one of the users 

to a plurality of users; receiving, by the processor, a plurality of responses to the message, the 

responses composed by at least some of the addressees, where at least two of the responding 

users have different positions in the hierarchical reporting structure; and displaying, on a device 

used by the sending user, a list comprising the responses ordered according to the positions of 

the responding users in the hierarchical reporting structure. 
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Using the initial device, MinuteMan displays a summary of response attributes and the 

associated values of each responding user, wherein the summary is sorted according to a 

selection of status as available or unavailable for the task at hand. MinuteMan then collects a 

summary of response attributes and the associated values of the non-responding users. The 

system can display a summary of response attributes and the associated values of the responding 

users, the non-responding users, or a combination of both the responding users and the non-

responding users. As one part of the data collection and part of the organizational structure 

inputs, MinuteMan receives location information for the non-responding users; and displays the 

locations on a map. 

 

     
Figure 8: The processing flow of response portion of MinuteMan. The left figure is a flowchart showing steps taken by the system 

to display messages, the right shows the steps to present preset options for a reply. 

 

Figure 8 shows two flowcharts for processing message responses and how the implementation 

presents predetermined options for a message reply. On the left, an organizational structure is 

received from the algorithm with a select subgroup of users to be recipients of a message. The 

right shows how a message list on an end user device would show message not acknowledged or 

responded to, then the user would acknowledge the message, view the entire message and send 

their response. This process has messages sent out, and responses displayed with respect to 

organizational structures. As part of the data collection, the system requires an addressee to 

acknowledge receipt of the message before fully displaying the message. That data then gets 

presented to users in the organization created by the algorithm. Each user in the organizational 

structure, using their device associated with each addressee, a preset number of fields for which 

each responding user must select a value; and receiving, on the first device, the selections of each 

responding user. 

 

When a recipient of a message gets a message, the response from a user is disabled until the user 

has made the selection of available or not available for the task at hand. The response from each 
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user is distinguishably displayed with a selection of status as being available or unavailable for 

the task at hand. Additionally, the location information for the non-responding users; and 

distinguishably displaying the locations of the responding and the non-responding users on a 

map. 

 

 
Figure 9: The high-level steps taken by the system and its users in accordance with the implementation MinuteMan. 

 

To be a robust communication system, the system must have a method of storing information 

conversed between users and positions in the system. The system has a methodical way of 

authenticating and saving user data, messages, and user responses. The system as shown in 

Figure 9, generates a storage system to house the information. Then the organizational structures 

generated by the real-time algorithm are input into the empty system. A permitted user, as shown 

in Figure 10 creates managing user account. That manager if necessary creates additional 

accounts, but the is default is for the accounts to be generated by importing data on the 

organizational structure and extracting users, ranks, etc. A secure login is generated and the 

sender of the organizational welcoming message generates a message that is sent by the 

processor to the user connection method on file. The end user will receive a message or get an 

alert on their device through text, email, or push notification to their login screen for the overall 
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system. The application is opened and the user authenticates their information and acknowledges 

the message. The receipt is then sent to the sender of the message and the end user device 

presents options to be selected by the responding user. The response is generated and sent to the 

system where it is stored in a database for later retrieval. The responses are retrieved from the 

database and presented on a display organizing responses in a number of pre-defined 

presentation schemes. In the default case the message responses are displayed by rank and 

summarized at higher levels where too much data can be considered confusing. In Figure 10, the 

responses are reported in a talk group fashion. Messages can be forwarded to other users, and 

message threads can be generated by linking additional messages together. User location is 

recorded by the end user device at time of acknowledgement and response being recorded and 

displayed on a map as shown in Figures 3, 7, and 13. Messages are then stored and all data is 

saved to the database for future retrieval by users or analysis and revision leaders in the 

organization until deleted by the organizations automated process.  Using the hierarchical 

characteristics generated from the algorithm and using the input organizational structure as a 

base, MinuteMan allows a user to: add or remove users to or from the list of addressees; send or 

reply to follow-on and subordinate messages up and down the levels of a hierarchical reporting 

structure; forward a message from a junior management user to a subordinate or subordinates; 

compile and display messages, updates, and responses from junior management and subordinates 

at any level of the hierarchical reporting structure; make direct responses between any two users 

within the hierarchical reporting structure and incorporate the direct responses into a database; 

provide a search module to filter responses; or automatically capturing sensor data from users. 

  

4.3. Managing Group User Data 
 The implementation of the virtual structure uses a non-transitory computer-readable 

medium holding program instructions, which when installed in and executed by a processor of a 

first computing device, causing the first computing device to perform the operations of: receive 

identifications of a plurality of subordinate users, each subordinate user having an associated 

computing device; associate each subordinate user and each associated device with a user 

identification and an organizational rank or position in a hierarchical reporting structure; send a 

message related to a task at hand to a selection of addressees in the hierarchical reporting 

structure, the message having a message identifier; receive responses “received responses” from 

one or more of the selection of addressees “responding users” and display a summary sortable 

according to one or more response attributes associated with each responding user, the response 

attributes comprising a field that acknowledges the message, a user identifier field, a message 

identifier field referencing the task at hand, a status field as available or unavailable, a position or 

rank field, and an action field, wherein the one or more response attribute fields are enabled to be 

populated with a value from the received responses; and further characterized in that the 

summary includes a location attribute for each responding user, the location information is 

acquired from each responding user, and is displayed on a map on the first device. 
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When executed, MinuteMan provides a summary, filtering through the algorithms permissions 

associated with the user, a summary of response attributes and associated values of each 

responding user, wherein the summary is sorted per a selection of status as available or 

unavailable for the task at hand. The device running MinuteMan, displays a summary of 

response attributes and the associated values of the responding users, the non-responding users, 

or a combination of both the responding users and the non-responding users. These summaries, if 

they contain key locations cause the algorithm to reassess the current permissions and adjust 

accordingly. The permitted users can distinguishably display the responses per a selection of 

status of the responding users as being available or unavailable for the task at hand. The data can 

be from a sensor associated with a device operated by a responding user, this data if deemed 

significant to the structure or permissions by a user with organizational restructuring permissions 

can submit this information to the system to be evaluated for both analysis and potential 

algorithm input. 

 

Permissions with data viewing and filtering. Based on a ranked command structure, user 

permissions can be applied to collecting, viewing, sorting, and forwarding field data. The higher 

the user is in the hierarchy, the more of a summary they need. Data is presented in the format 

best suited to the position in the organizational structure. At the same time, information can be 

viewed on a more detailed level per the permissions set by the implementer of the system. 

 

4.4. Problems Faced 

4.4.1. Who Is Managing 

When developing the algorithm, specifically the user permissions aspect, it was found that all 
input aspects had to be authorized by an entity governing the entity inputting the data and 
conditional rule set. With this algorithm, a moderation scheme had to be applied to prevent 
one entity from becoming too dominant in the system. Thus, the following solution was 
enacted: 
 
An implementer of the algorithm, usually an individual user or select group of users, is granted 
the ability to input information and conditional settings into the algorithm. The implementer is 
deemed the implementer by the real-world authority heading the organization that the 
algorithm will be applied to. An agreement is formed between the organization implementing 
and the entity that licenses the algorithmic software to them. The entity licensing the software 
becomes the main implementer with subsets of user permissions applied to the individual or 
select group the organization using the algorithm in production deems apt. 
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Figure 10: Diagram of permission organization a specific implementation of the system. This structure is for inputting data, 

managing users and information. 

Determining what users have what privileges is unique to each implementation of the system, but 

the general guidelines are as shown in Figure 10. The software holder in the figure is the entity 

that would be licensing software out to different organizations. The software holder has a user 

that can manage the software and registering both the entity planning to use the software and 

users in that organization. Through a real-world agreement, in this example a licensing contract, 

the software holder grants an entity access to the software. The entity may have multiple 

organizations, but will have at least one manger to configure the other user accounts and manage 

events that coincide with the software. Like in Figure 2, Figure 10 has positions that are separate 

from an individual user identity, but this example has been simplified as the separation between 

users and positions is not the purpose of this figure.  

 
Table 6: A standard permission table for types of users. 

 
 

A manager position in the implementing entity and is chosen in real-life and granted that power 

through a permitted manager and the licensing contract. The manager can add and remove users 
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in the entities it manages and create events in the system. The manager also has the responsibility 

of adding conditional statements, system preferences and any other settings that need to be in 

place for the system to function efficiently. The manager can be a user in the managed 

organization, so their position in the hierarchal organizational structure may be lower than the 

lower, for example, User A, but they will have certain privileges granted by the system to do 

back-end processing and message sending. Any user within the organizational structure can send 

a message, but in many implementations, the user can only send messages to those in lower 

positions or responses to those in higher positions. A manger can send messages to those in 

higher organizational positions because their manager status grants them that permission by the 

system. Table 6 provides an example permissions base for different types of users, X’s denote 

the user type can perform the action associated with each column. This permission table, stored 

in a database, would grant and restrict users of different types certain permissions. Note that all 

users in this implementation can send a message, this does not apply to all systems. In this 

instance, all member types can view responses and add users to groups, but a standard user can 

only add users and view message responses by permissions associated with the system. The 

implementer in this and many instances can do everything except view personal information, this 

is normally a permission set by real-world agreements between implementer and user 

organization. 

 

4.4.2. Recording Data 

An issue arose with keeping track of the information distributed, the data collected, and the 

organizational structure produced by the algorithm. The information needed to be distributed to 

different points of the organization and filtered based on permissions. The information collected 

needed to be recorded and stored so that it could be retrieved for post facto analysis and 

reviewed by governing agencies if additional issues arose outside of the situation. The 

algorithm’s input structures and variables needed to be stored as well. These structures would 

need to be recreated to evaluate the performance of the algorithm and assess different conditional 

values that could have been applied. The since the structure was adaptive and changing with the 

situation, permissions and user identities had the potential to be added, changed, or revoked at 

any time. These permission alterations would need to be recorded so that analyzers after the 

event could properly document what information was distributed and viewed by what user when. 

And lastly, the responses would need to be recorded, especially since the presented information 

was typically live, and previous iterations of responses collected needed to be referenced. Figure 

11 shows a simplified view of what a managing user might see. Note the list of messages with 

titles, identification numbers, the date sent, if the message is urgent, and if it requires an 

acknowledgement, availability, user location, media attachment, and additional action. The 

responses that come back can include the name rank, response to the message, the id of the 

message, the location, and the statuses. In this implementation, responsive and non-responsive 

users are separated and the information is not hierarchically organized because it is being ordered 

most recent response. 
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Figure 11: A basic outline of what information would be held for messages and potentially displayed on screen. 

 

A popular feature of MinuteMan is that can be integrated with an organization’s existing 

hardware. The implementation of the algorithm is software based. All input is read from an 

online and secure database that is input by the implementer. All records of the algorithm’s 

produced structures are kept digitally in a database. The main communication between users, 

both in distribution of information and collection is done with mobile devices and web-based 

portals. All information distributed, and any changes made to the structure, or status of any 

component of the system is recorded in a database. 

 

4.4.3. Multiple Organizational Permissions 

If it can be applied, the user will retain their permissions specific to the organization in question. 

If the organization is fully merged leaving no room for separation, the highest permissions will 

be granted to that user for all linked internal organizations. In emergency situations, the 

information and situational awareness is more important than the technicalities of which user can 

see certain information and distributed what information. Thus, to prevent a communication 

shortage, unless otherwise stated in a conditional variable, the default of the algorithm in this 

implementation is to have the highest user permission between organizations to prevent data and 

communication from being withheld from the user. 

 

4.4.4. Algorithm Variables 

The unique elements of user identity and permissions are the adaptability and various inputs an 

implementer can allow. The implementer of the system creates variables to be utilized by the 

algorithm. In this implementation, variables can range from individual user status, to severity of 

the situation, to location of operations base. With the statuses, these variables can be set to the 
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values defined by the organization and allow the priority to be used in the true implementation of 

the system. With statuses, the variable states are just information that has no intrinsic value other 

than informing responders, with combinations of priorities and conditional settings, these 

statuses can alter most components with user permissions and communication hierarchy in real 

time. Priority of communications is necessary in bandwidth limited environments and can have a 

profound effect on the user actions.  These status states were decided over the course of 

development injunctions with first responders testing the system. 

 

4.4.5. User Response 

Status conditions and response options had to be efficient and straightforward to allow for quick 

response and to prevent confusion between the different users in the system. There was 

originally a direct mapping between what was sent and what was required. If a sender sent a 

message, a text response, status condition, acknowledgement, and media had to be attached 

before the information was sent. This proved to be cumbersome and very inefficient. 

 

The message system then evolved to have nothing be required in the response and the sender had 

to select everything they requested and nothing else could be sent. In this implementation if a 

sender requests an acknowledgement and text, the application would not allow for media to be 

attached. Preventing certain responses blocked communication and proved to be less effective 

than the original solution.  Priorities were then added to messages and certain priorities came 

default with preset requests of information. The information requested became part of the 

response, and additional information could be attached at the discretion of the responder. 

 

     
Figure 12: Three screenshots of a message grouping users in the same organization together. In this implementation, users in the 

same organization can see what other users have responded with. This is part of the dynamic permissions set. The left image is 
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viewing other text responses; the center is after receiving an image as a response; and the right is preparing a response from the 

device owner. 

Responses in MinuteMan were chosen to be presented hierarchically to the leaders of each 

organization. The more levels between each the reporting user and leader, the more of a 

summary the leader would receive. Each summary can be selected and display detailed reports. 

In implementations and mock scenarios, the more data points that a leader had, the less they 

could distinguish between relevant and irrelevant data. The chaos of having too many data points 

created a less informed decision as not all the data points could be accounted and weighed 

properly by an individual making the decision. The summary of data, especially when presented 

on a map, provides the end user with pre-processed data and a more informed decision can be 

made from their end. In some instances, like Figure 12, users prefer their responses set be up as 

talk groups. These groups are implementations where everyone at the same level or in the same 

organization can see the message and responses of other users with no summarizing of 

information. This implementation is for smaller groups like radio talk groups. 

 

 

4.5. MinuteMan Claims 
Developing MinuteMan for the commercial and government market meant that it had to be 

unique. The system was patented to legally show its uniqueness and prevent others from 

claiming the invention as their own. There are twenty distinctive claims to the system 

MinuteMan enacts that set it apart from other systems.  

 

1. A method for managing electronic communications between users working in a hierarchical 

reporting structure comprising of: receiving, by a processor, identifications of a plurality of 

users; receiving, by the processor, positions of each of said users in a hierarchical reporting 

structure; sending, by the processor, a message composed by a sending user to a plurality of 

addressees selected from a remainder of the plurality of users, these addressees are implemented 

as identified joins to maintain user identity; receiving, by the processor, a plurality of responses 

to the message, the response composed by at least some of the responding users, where at least 

two of the responding users have different positions in the hierarchical reporting structure 

produced by the algorithm; and displaying, on a device used by the sending user, a list 

comprising of the responses ordered per the positions of the responding users in the hierarchical 

reporting structure. 

 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising of displaying in the list the identification of each 

responding user and the position of each responding user in the hierarchical reporting structure. 

This is shown if summaries have been fully expanded into full data, otherwise the system shows 

summaries to reduce confusion. Users positioned at the top of the organizational structure have 

the permissions to see all responses below them. Depending on execution-specific rule sets, users 

can see responses of those positioned higher in the organizational structure. Also, execution-
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specific is the information paired with the response; if user data can be shown with the response 

sent. 

 

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising of displaying on the device a list of users that have 

not responded in the ranked order of their hierarchical structure or by location. If in the 

permission sets, managing users or those higher up can display the addresses or expected 

locations of those that have not responded. This creates an information set that shows if certain 

areas might be having issues where the communication network is down or if receiving users are 

too occupied to respond. In practice, areas where large groups of users are not responsive have 

available users travel to the location to determine the situation and report back to the system. 

 

4. The method of claim 3, where the list of combined of responding and non-responding users 

are all ordered per their positions in the reporting structure or by location. This combined list 

provides users analyzing the data to find potential patterns whether they be by location or rank or 

position in the organizational structure. 

 

5. The method of claim 3, further comprising of receiving a location for each of the non-

responding users and displaying those locations on a map. MinuteMan works based on the 

understanding that the user has agreed to share their location when on duty but not necessarily 

when the application is open. Users of this system are expected to allow for location sharing 

features to be active on their device. 

 

6. The method of claim 1, additionally comprising before receiving each response: requiring the 

corresponding responding user to acknowledge receipt of the message before fully displaying the 

message on a device used by the corresponding user and receiving an acknowledgement of 

receipt of the message. The receipt of acknowledgement provides the sender of the message with 

the information of whether the recipient has read the message. This step is separate from the full 

response to more rapidly inform the sender if those receiving have read the message. 

 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein receiving the plurality of responses comprises of displaying 

on responding user devices, a preset number of options from which each responding user must 

make one selection and receiving each responding user’s selection. The message displayed on 

the end user device has a variety of options that the sender can choose from. The options chosen 

by the sender are displayed for selection by the user. 

 

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the receiving of each of the plurality responses is disabled 

until the corresponding responding user has made the selection. This feature prevents blank 

information from being sent to the sender by the responding device. The information to be sent 

back must be selected as determined by the sender for a proper response to be sent. 
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9. The method of claim 8 comprising of displaying the selection of each responder. Each 

response is displayed on the sender’s message summary page. The sender has the option to view 

only the most recent response from each user, have a summary of the individual user’s 

responses, or display a summary of the receiving group’s responses. 

 

10. The method of claim 1, where the receiving of each of the plurality of responses comprises of 

receiving data from a sensor connected to the device used by the corresponding user. 

 

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the sending of the message comprises sending one or more 

response attributes that define each response at least in part. A response is group of individual 

variables grouped together that can include, but are not limited to, a message, an availability 

status, an acknowledgement, and a media attachment. 

 

12. The method of claim 11, wherein at least one of the response attributes requires each 

response to include an indication of status of the responding user as either available or 

unavailable. The response cannot be sent until a status for the user has been determined by the 

user. Confusion is created when responses are filled prior to user input. All response attributes 

have an unanswered state to prevent the sending of unintentionally false information. 

 

13. The method of claim 11, where at least one of the response attributes allows each response to 

include an attachment. Each response, as part of the data package can include a media 

attachment, this can include text, video, audio, and pictures. 

 

14. A system for managing electronic communications between users working in a hierarchical 

reporting structure comprising of a processor and computer readable memory holding 

instructions which when executed by the processor cause the processor to: receive identifications 

of a plurality of users; receive positions of each of said users in a hierarchical reporting structure; 

send a message composed on a device by the sending user to a plurality of recipients; receive a 

plurality of responses to the message, the responses composed by at least some of the responding 

users, where at least two of the responding users have different positions in the structure. 

 

15. The system of claim 14, configured to display a list comprising of the non-responding users 

ordered by position in the hierarchical reporting structure. 

 

16. The system of claim 15, configured to receive a location for each of the non-responding users 

and display the locations on a map. 

 

17. The system of claim 14 configured to require the corresponding responder to acknowledge 

receipt of the message before fully displaying the message on a device used by corresponding 

responders and receive an acknowledgement for the receipt of the message. This can be done by 
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button press or automatically at the discretion of the implementer but typically prompts the user 

to act to respond. 

 

18. The system claim 14 configured to display on multiple responding user devices a preset 

number of options from which each responding user must make one selection and disable the 

receiving of each response until that response has been selected. 

 

19. A computer readable medium comprising of instructions that when executed cause the 

processor to: receive identifications of multiple users; receive the users positions they are linked 

with in a hierarchical reporting structure; send a message composed on a device by the sending 

user to a plurality of addressees selected from a remainder of the plurality of users; require each 

addressee to acknowledge receipt of the message before fully displaying the message on a further 

device used by the corresponding addressee; receive an acknowledgement receipt for the 

message of the responding users that have acknowledged the message; display a preset number 

of options from which each responding user must make one selection; receive the responding 

user’s selection; receive a response to the message from each responding user; and display, on a 

device, a list comprising of the responses ordered according to the positions associated with the 

responding users and the selection of each responding user. 

 

20. The computer readable medium of claim 19 that causes the processor to receive a location for 

each non-responding user and display said locations on a map. 

 

   
Figure 13: Two screenshots of the map from an end user mobile device. The left depicts a satellite map and the right is a hybrid 

map. Both implementations have location parameters set up where certain conditions can be enacted depending on situational 

locations. 
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MinuteMan’s distinctive features implement a robust and dynamic system capable of handling 

organizational interactions, real time scenarios, and a growing number of users. The screenshots 

in Figure 13 show a location response map with situational variables in display for various users. 

 

4.6. Example Case Study 
The example case study described below is that of fiction. All events claimed to happen in the 

incidents described in this section are solely to convey the capabilities of MinuteMan and the 

algorithms developed. Details of events will be real places in southwest Virginia. 

 

A category 4 hurricane is making its way up the North Carolina shore. Per usual, everyone on the 

East Coast is watching the weather looking to see what the hurricane is going to do. At 

approximately 2:00pm floodwaters in the New River begin to rise exponentially. A local police 

officer on patrol calls in the event and the incident is generated. The user in charge of the 

incident decides to notify all fire and rescue personnel via MinuteMan automatically generating a 

message delivered to all the recipients’ mobile devices. The message simply states, “New River 

flood waters risen to dangerous levels due to the imminent hurricane.” The server sends all 38 

messages within a second due to the code’s parallelization of the mail server. The sender 

requests that all recipients respond with their availability and location. The incident commander, 

currently the head of the Pulaski County Fire Department, logs into their MinuteMan account 

and sees a map with pinpoint locations of all 38 local fire and rescue personnel with 34 

responding as available and 3 responding as unavailable. One user has yet to respond, and the 

incident commander through MinuteMan has identified the user to be a firefighter that lives on 

the bank of the New River. Using the information provided, the commander sends a truck over to 

the firefighter in questions home. MinuteMan gives the estimated times of arrival to the 

commanding officer and members that have joined a talk group that includes the responders that 

are going to the scene and the incident commander. The talk group prevents the users from 

adding radio chatter that is not pertinent to the other users not include in the current assignment. 

The members in the truck find that the gravel road to the unresponsive user’s home is flooded. 

With their phones, the responders document that the road is under water and that they request the 

aid of local police to enact an official road block. With that request, the incident commander 

sends an invitation through the system to the Pulaski Police Department to join the incident. The 

Pulaski Police Chief agrees and through previous conditional statements put into the system joins 

the incident organization and becomes a co-head with the head of the fire department. The user 

count has been increased from 38 to 62. The local police enact road blocks which are confirmed 

with pictures and updated on the MinuteMan map. With the incident personnel count increasing, 

a statistical summary begins to appear and messages and responses collapse to the settings that 

the users have chosen beforehand. The fire truck crew arrives at the unresponsive user’s home 

and reports through the application that the river’s water level has risen to the front step of the 

home. The user was unable to respond but needed assistance in evacuating the family. 

 

Several hours later and the flood waters have risen even higher. Interstate 81 now has severe 

flooding. A state police officer reports the incident and a new incident for the local state police 

has been generated in their instance of MinuteMan. The algorithm takes the input request of the 

user and only notifies state police officers within a 20-mile radius of the event. Those officers are 

now in a spinoff sub-organization keeping the hierarchical structure intact. The flood waters have 

now affected multiple areas around Pulaski County including Montgomery and Roanoke county. 
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Each jurisdiction has their own version of the system. The events have now spread outside of one 

counties jurisdiction and the governor has been called notified of the incidents. MinuteMan 

shows the governor that Pulaski County was the first to create an incident, but due to the 118 

available responders in Montgomery and centralized location between the three counties, 

Montgomery is chosen to be the head command force for the incident. MinuteMans algorithm 

keeps the user’s organizations in tact but adds new summaries and additional organizational 

points to each user in the three jurisdictions. The user count is well over 300. Each head of fire, 

police, and rescue of each county can view information pertaining to the incident. Summaries of 

all statuses and locations are available to them to filter out chatter and view the big picture. 

While expanding the response summaries to view individual responses, the governor notices 

something and confirms it with the messages flagged as urgent flashing on their screen. No one 

south of Roanoke has electricity. The governor declares a state of emergency and calls up the 

National Guard, an additional user count of up to 7,500. In this instance, only 2,000 users were 

needed for the incident. Organizations quickly get reorganized. Heads of response units from 

each of the counties are now reorganized with dozens of new members added to their teams. 

Main radio communication channels would become overly crowded, but MinuteMan organizes 

the organizations into talk groups which leave the main channels open for information that needs 

to be shared with everyone. This helps communication by reducing the number of conversations 

happening at once. 

 

The head of the Pulaski Fire Department now has an additional 153 units under their command. 

They know that the odds of having met one of them are slim, let alone all of them. That’s where 

MinuteMan’s individual information database comes into play. Descriptions of all units under 

their control are readily available for confirmation that people are who they claim to be and 

could be potentially recognized by those they have never met. While this is going on, 24 new 

road blocks have been instantiated, informing and affecting only those that are in a certain radius 

of the event. A dirt road closure in Pulaski will not alert a firefighter in Roanoke, but the part of 

the interstate blocked by fallen debris in Roanoke County will notify everyone due to the 

importance of the event. A fire breaks out in a Montgomery County warehouse. Officers from 

Roanoke’s jurisdiction have been deployed to Montgomery but have not yet been added to the 

Montgomery organization due to legal holdup and paperwork. The fire incident gets recorded by 

users in MinuteMan and confirmed by the sub-organizations head, this event entry automatically 

adds in the Roanoke officers that were within the 5-mile radius because their rules state that a 

fire allows users to automatically start communication with those involved without the need for 

approval from a higher authority. Meanwhile small incidents occur all over the area due to the 

widespread effect of the hurricane. Organizations can seamlessly blend together and 

communicate while sending information in the form of status, location, messages, pictures, 

audio, and video to each other while being able to collapse or expand on summaries of important 

information. All information is recorded and stored allowing response officials to review and 

document important events that happened. 
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4.7. Future Work 
The primary goal of entire system is to improve communication and provide identity 

management to an organization. This is done by creating permission sets to limit chaotic data 

input and message distribution as well as creating a more robust organizational structure and 

filtering data for high-level decision making. Integrating MinuteMan with additional software, 

data input devices, and machine learning while continuing to adapt to the changing environments 

presented to the system should be goals to keep the system up to date and as efficient as possible. 

 

The present embodiment of the system is only one implementation of the algorithm. Variations 

of the filters and structures applying to user identity still need to grow. Modules and components 

described in the system may be expand into new fields and data types. The system can expand to 

different mobile devices, web browsers, and servers. The system may be configured to operate 

for multiple, related and unrelated organizations in which case the organization identity within 

the system is unique. Different organizations may have ranks in common or even the same 

hierarch of positions. Different organizations may work together on the same project or disaster 

response. Full multi-media and social media capabilities can be added where applicable and 

allowed by implementing jurisdictions. 

 

Implementing the talk group communication permission set allowed for emergency responders 

using the system to adapt to the technology more easily because it both mimicked and enhanced 

what was already occurring. There are potential permission sets that allow different types of chat 

group implementations to exist. The various combinations of permission sets have yet to be 

explored. 

 

A system for incident reports can be taken from database information. Tracking user location, 

status, and relationships while monitoring communication can be very useful for creating 

incident reports, applying what occurred to learning exercises and episode recreation. 

 

4.7.1. Machine Learning 

Part of the uniqueness of MinuteMan is the ability for its algorithm to apply different priorities to 

user input and adjust the organizational system, messaging distribution system, and user response 

and display system. By applying machine learning, deeper neural networks, and additional 

priority systems, computer aid can provide a better data delivery system and help future users 

filter through larger influxes of field data. 

 

Currently, the system does not allow for field users, those not at a high enough position or in 

management, to augment user permissions. Implementing a permission granting and sharing 

system for field users could allow for better access to information and stronger communication. 

This system would have to a grantable implementation because as found in this study, the more 

users at the same permission level, the more chaotic the system can become and the less clear the 

information being collected can appear. 

 

4.7.2. Emergency Management Education and Documentation 

One of the biggest benefits of this system in practice is the educational aspect and documentation 

capabilities of the system. While no education programs are currently in place, future work can 

include the development of emergency training courses to better understand scenarios, types of 
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emergencies and gather information collected during the event to determine if the decisions 

made were the best at the time they were made and provide more specific training. Since 

everything that occurred is stored in a database and referenceable with time stamps and critical 

information that can be lost in typical human recollection, more accurate reports can be 

generated using the references provided by this system. Future work can include further 

expanding software to include incident reports programs and create a more user friendly 

interfaces to produce official reports by the users involved with the incident. 

 

4.7.3. Atypical Organizational Structures 

From this study, the organizational structures found in the field have been hierarchical. The 

software has been written to allow implementation on all types of relationship structures working 

primarily from a hierarchical perspective. If new relationship or organizational structures are 

found to be more efficient than current operations, then the software should be adjusted to handle 

such atypical structures. Due to the position to position hierarchical relationship structure 

implemented should provide support to all known relationship structures. 

  

4.7.4. Testing Scalability of The System 

While the system has been tested, and simulated, each component together has not been fully 

implemented on non-testbed user devices. The system is implemented commercially but cannot 

be tested on customer devices. Tests are only run on system devices. These devices include: 

Apple iPhone editions 5s, 6, 6s, 7, 7s, 8, and X; Apple iPads 4-8 and Pro editions; various 

Android devices; and various desktops and laptops running all common web browser types as 

this system is online through AWS. While the messages can continuously be generated by the 

server at an unnecessary rate, user input is the slowest component to sending messages. When 

testing the send mail feature from the PHP library to a receiving email address with all junk mail 

restrictions being removed, the account received 10,000 emails in just over 6 minutes. This test is 

from one server to one end user device. There are approximately 450,000 Nation Guard 

Members across the United States. Assuming there were 50 instances of the system across 

various AWS servers sending one message to each member it would take approximately an hour 

to message every National Guardsman. In practice, each local jurisdiction gets its own 

instantiation of the system, so this is an absolute worst case scenario. Creating instances of the 

system involves additional expenses for space on AWS and has not been implemented much 

further than what is currently in place commercially. AWS is a consistent services and repeatable 

results are expected with the systems repeated implementation. While the system cannot recreate 

specific emergencies, various aspects of the system can be improved upon to increase messaging 

speed. 

 

The system has been tested with every documented emergency type in the Federal Emergency 

Management Agency and has the capability to input custom emergencies with various user input 

including location, custom type, various levels of severity bounding, those affected, threat level, 

and additional information that the incident creator can put in. The system can show every type 

of emergency in a single location, but the responsiveness especially on maps and mobile devices 

becomes lethargic. Since this type of event is extremely unlikely, there is no select all feature and 

by the time this event is created, the hope is an outside user will prevent this scenario from being 

falsely implemented. Various limits to individual devices have been tested and the optimal 
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number of icons on a mobile screen at any given time is less than 15, for a desktop it can be up to 

100 but there is no limit. 

 

The system uses various libraries to communicate information for various bandwidths. While the 

media aspects of the system cannot be utilized at 20kbps, messaging and communication can still 

occur within the system. The system can handle upload and download speeds as fast as the 

service provider will allow. AWS speeds have not shown to be a limiting factor in system 

speeds. Parallelization of file uploads and downloads is in place with PHP, but can be optimized 

further than they have been. While data throttling has been tested to an extent, limitations to the 

system are primarily based upon network capability, but those limits have still been accounted 

for by limiting media types in certain conditions to preserve bandwidth. 
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5. Conclusion 
MinuteMan is the first implementation of a messaging system that keeps track of user identity 

and permissions in a hierarchical organizational structure. Implementing the algorithms in a 

controlled environment proved to be an effective form of communication. The employment of 

the system in the field proved to increase communication and clarity. Organizational structures 

can be merged and various conditional statements provide dynamic control for users. Users were 

found to have more clarity and stronger communication when the responses were organized in a 

talk group setting. This implementation groups recipients of the messages sent out together and 

allows for their responses to be shared with those that received the message. This is a 

permissions change for the users in the group. If the message is delivered in a talk group 

organization, response summarizing is removed and all data is presented showing past responses 

of all users as well. This execution suited first responders better because it allows for better 

communication between users at the same level in their organization. 
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